Lorraine Minister’s Development Plan – Feb - Sept 2017 (6ish months)
Learning, skills and
goals
Improve my social media
presence by connecting
more frequently with my
personal learning network

How this will be achieved










Share posts where I’ve found
the content valuable, at least 3
or 4 shares per week
Blog or Vlog more regularly at
least once a month
Investigate whether it would be
worth migrating my blog to
Wordpress.org rather than
having it on Wordpress.com –
then I can use re-sharing
content plugins, H5P and other
plugins
Become more present by
contributing to conversations on
social media by adding
comments to LinkedIN or Twitter
posts or directly in comment
section on blog post
Connect and follow more people
who are not directly in my field,
e.g. marketers, graphic
designers, UX designers, people
leaders, career coaches and
anyone else interesting
Investigate whether joining
Instagram and Snapchat would
add value to my network

Resources





LinkedIN and Twitter
Follow and read my favourite
thought leader blogs
My Wordpress blog site
Taking time to thank people for
sharing their expertise

Evidence
I’ve increased the number and frequency of
blog posts – use Wordpress stats to see this.
Also increased readership and or comments
as a result.
Increased social media interaction on LinkedIN
and Twitter – use stats and history to see this.

Learning, skills and
goals
Become proficient in
remote working tools

How this will be achieved







Coding – develop
confidence with being able
to code for different
situations







Talk with other digital nomads
with what tools they find most
useful and the related plans
Practice using different tools
when doing projects and
contracts
Ask customers which tools they
prefer to use and practice using
these tools
Google tools and ask on forums
Check for digital nomad groups I
could join on FB or LinkedIN
Consider using tools I’m already
confident with such as Slack,
Trello, Office 360, OneNote,
Skype. Investigate how I could
use these more effectively.
Do Codeacademy courses on
html and css
Google and read related blogs
Ask my IT codey friends of good
resources
Curate content on coding to keep
for future reference
Look for opportunities to practice
writing/adapting HTML and CSS
code

Resources















Expat community in Vietnam
Google
Facebook forums
LinkedIN groups
Download international time
converter App
Remote working tools
Search articles on eLearning
Guild and other blog posts

Codeacademy
Google
Social network and personal
network
Curation tools
Project opportunities
Lynda.com?

Evidence
I have tools to manage all conversation and
project needs and I can use them competently
within projects.








I’m able to screen share easily with no
technical challenges
Phone calls can be made in and out of
Vietnam with minimal cost to me and no
cost to my customers
Project timeline and tasks are managed
visibly and easily

Writing/adapting HTML code and/or
CSS code within projects
Writing/adapting HTML code and/or
CSS code in my own resources e.g my
blog or creating another website
I’m able to understand more how the
code is structured so I can look at a big
piece of code and know which parts to
change for the outcome I want

Learning, skills and
goals

How this will be achieved

Increase media diversity on
my blog site by vlogging
(by journaling my learning
experience of being a
digital nomad)



Increase my skills in
responsive design and
development









Curating content






Resources

Evidence

Find other people who have or
are vlogging, what worked and
what didn’t work?
Vlog about my digital nomad
experience and upload into my
blog






Smart phone (camera)
Voice recorder – Zoom
Camtasia
Google, blogs and social
network for examples and tips

Produced and shared vlogs – just do it!

Explore and practice using
different tools for responsive
design such as Adapt, Rise, H5P
plugin
Search for good examples of
responsive design and identify
what elements they have in
common. Source examples from
responsive
websites
and
responsive eLearning
Curate resources
Reflect and blog about learning
and/or challenges
Curate websites, conversations,
and videos that relate to the skills
I’m learning.
Make my curation shareable
Set up a visual curation space for
work within Pinterest
Look for examples of how others
are curating and developing in
the curator role




Responsive design tools
Graphic tools e.g. subscriptions
to sites such as eLearning Art,
Bigstock
Search articles on eLearning
Guild and other blog posts

Create an output of responsive design (content
not from projects or contracts) that can be used
for my portfolio

Resources found from sites,
Google, PLN, Social Media
Curation tool in which to store
them that is shareable.
Pinterest for visual design
ideas

Resources are curated and later shared with
others.







Share examples of how I’m using curated
content in learning design

